# Legal Reference Books at NWTC
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- **A – KFW2435**
  - WI Admin Code
  - WI Statutes
  - WI Statutes
  - WI Statutes
  - Black’s Law
  - Trial Notebooks

- **KFW2438 – KFW2445**
  - WI Digest
  - WI Digest
  - WI Reports
  - WI Reports
  - WI Reports
  - WI Reports

- **KFW2445 – KFW2995**
  - JuryInstructions
  - Employment Law
  - Shepard’s WI
  - Citations
  - WI Reports
  - WI Reports
  - WI Reports
  - WI Reports

- **Library Entrance**

---


Julie Chapman, Supervisor of Library Instruction

[julie.chapman@nwtc.edu](mailto:julie.chapman@nwtc.edu) or 920-498-5490
Select Legal Reference Books

Wisconsin Annotated Statutes
Updates in pocket parts in back cover of each volume. Two soft-cover index volumes.

Wisconsin Digest
Court decisions and summaries arranged alphabetically by topic.

Wisconsin Reports
WI Supreme Court and Appeals decisions arranged chronologically.